**CABLE EXTENDER INSTALLATION GUIDE**

1. **CV620-CABLE-07 Extender Connection**

   - VS-PTC-200 PTZ Controller or Computer
   - 1st Camera
   - 2nd Camera
   - 7th Camera
   - CV620-CABLE-07
   - CAT 5 Ethernet Cable
   - RS-232 IN
   - RS-232 OUT
   - RS422 / RS-232 IN

2. **CV620-CABLE-06 Extender Connection**

   - 1st Camera
   - 2nd Camera
   - 7th Camera
   - CV620-CABLE-06
   - CAT 5 Ethernet Cable
   - RS-232 IN
   - RS-232 OUT
   - RS-232 IN

*The CV620-CABLE-06 cannot be connected with a Computer and a VS-PTC-200 Controller at the same time.